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You asked the following question: Please use any answer clarification before rating this answer. I will be happy to
explain or expand on any issue you may have. As there are almost 50 different generic products, the fillers will most
certainly vary: Meeting this standard allows the FDA to approve the generic product as a "therapeutic equivalent" that is
considered "safe and efficacious. Prozac verus generic fluoxetine Answered By: If you feel that you have found
inappropriate content, please let us know by emailing us at answers-support google. Using Hotbot generic prozac
differences prozac vs generic fluoxetine prozac generic fluoxetine generic prozac. Prozac verus generic fluoxetine From:
The approval package data which includes bioequivalency data for these agents are not yet available. Again, I am not a
psychiatrist and there have been no clinical studies for this question. Please read carefully the Google Answers Terms of
Service. I stress that this answer is not intended as and does not substitute for medical advice - please see your personal
physician for further evaluation of your individual case. Still, there is no evidence that generic fluoxetine is less effective
than Prozac, despite increased attention from patients, clinicians, and pharmaceutical companies. Other pharmacists say
that both drugs are identical except for the "fillers". Please keep in mind that I am an internal medicine physician and not
a psychiatrist, although I consulted a few of my psychiatry colleagues for this question. Another observation is that after
being on name brand for a year which worked very well, and then trying a 30 day trial of generic fleoxetine and noticing
a return of depression, reinitiating the name brand Prozac no longer seems to help and a different antidepressant has to
be introduced. Some friends who switch from name-brand Prozac to generic swear there is a significant difference in
how they feel.One of the brand names of fluoxetine is Prozac, but there have been continues debate on the difference
between fluoxetine and Prozac. Is there really a difference? Prozac capsules and liquid contain the active ingredient
fluoxetine. Fluoxetine is also available without a brand name also called generic fluoxetine. Feb 15, - 4 Answers Posted in: prozac, fluoxetine, generic - Answer: My opinion generally is use generics, rather than make drug companies
Hi 'Everyone' been reading different views on the effectiveness of generic Fluoxetine vs. Prozac. I am taking the I never
noticed a difference between one or the rubeninorchids.comtine - has anyone noticed worsening depression. Mar 5, You asked the following question: "Please provide the exact differences between name brand Prozac verus generic and
an explanation for the differences patients may experience in response." As you have mentioned, there have been
anecdotal reports of generic fluoxetine not being as efficacious as. Prozac and any generics or different brand names are
all created to deliver this fluoxetine whether in pill form, a liquid, or anything else. But, while they all contain
fluoxetine, the amounts and manners in which it is included can differ between sources in ways that may change how
your body metabolizes the active ingredient. There has been a VERY long lived debate about the efficacy of generic vs
brand name meds. For most people, they seem to be able to use either interchangeably with little or no difference in the
effectiveness. For other people, they report a BIG difference in the effectiveness of the generic and have to stick with a
brand. Hi, I was just wondering if there is a difference between taking a tablet and a capsule (non delayed release) form
of fluoxetine? In theory there is supposed to be no difference, but I tried several different brands of generic fluoxetine
and there was a definite difference in that some did not work for me at all. If they are the same chemical I sincerely
doubt their could be much difference between generic and brand, its likely just because if you know its different you
might imagine different i just started with fluoxetine made by lilly (who make prozac) so it should be as close to the real
thing as you can get. I've seen a great deal of posts online about the generic Prozac not working, or even making
someone worse while the actual brand Prozac seems to have worked wonders on so many Panic attack patients, along
with general anxiety and depression. Do you guys have any experience with this? I don't want. Aug 10, - Prozac and
Zoloft are powerful prescription medications used to treat depression and other issues. They're both brand-name drugs.
The generic version of Prozac is fluoxetine, while the generic version of Zoloft is sertraline hydrochloride. Both drugs
are selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). May 14, - good luck:D! gramybear 05/14/ I'VE NEVER TAKEN
PROZAC, JUST THE OTHER ONE. I CAN'T AFFORD MEDICATION UNLESS IT'S GENERIC. WHAT IS THE
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DIFFERENCE? deleted_user 05/15/ I always get the brand name my psych always told me there is a slight difference in
the name and.
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